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Review: Airblast Effects

Jack W. Reed, Sandia Laboratories

I. Long Range Airblast Propagation

On February 2, 1951, the Atomic Energy Commission discovered
that airblast from an 8-kt explosion could break many win-
dows in Las Vegas at 60 miles range from Frenchman's Flat.
Yet later, on February 6, only minor effects resulted from
three times as large a yield. Atmospheric conditions were
found to be responsible for this apparent anomaly. A weath-
er watch was initiated under the direction of Everett Cox to
help prevent recurrences during further atmospheric nuclear
testing.

Our atmosphere with its stratifications of temperature and
winds acts as an acoustic lens which may trap, duct, or even
focus blast waves from explosions. The basic refraction
mechanism is described by Figure 1. Sound speed is propor-
tional to the square root of absolute temperature, as shown
in Newton's Principia, so as temperature decreases with al-
titude, so does sound speed. The proper coefficient was
found by Laplace, using adiabatic rather than Newton's iso-
thermal compression. Sound or blast waves propagate through
moving air with this wind added or subtracted from the sound
speed. This affects an initially vertical plane wave to
make it increasingly distorted with time. Wave normals, or
rays, are bent upward, away from ground, in layers where net
sound velocity decreases with altitude and are bent downward
where sound velocity increases with altitude.

This bending, applied to a point sound source or explosion,
gives ray paths typified by Figure 2. Where ducting is
caused by a velocity inversion high above the ground, there
is a zone of silence beyond the immediate range of the
strong explosion wave, and a sound ring at some distance
determined by the height and strength of the ducting layer.

Calculation of ray paths has evolved with the growth in
needs and computer capabilities. A 1912 model by Fujiwhara,
at the Tokyo Central Meteorological Observatory (1), was
quite complete. Rothwell (2) in 19^7 provided the system of
equations used for the first nuclear test predictions, by
desk calculator, in late 1951. Techniques were speeded up
by hand calculation methods of Cox, et al (3)* an^ used
with an analogue computer built in 1955 at Sandia by
Durham (4). Modern computer capabilities now allow a com-
plete acoustic solution, without simplifying assumptions
about wind effects, from Thompson's program (5*6), for 1°
ray elevation angle increments, in several azimuth
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directions,, through 200,000 ft. of observed atmospheric
layers with gradients in both temperature and vector wind,
in less than a minute on a CDC-36OO. [Nevertheless, current
periodicals contain several papers per year showing ray cal-
culation programs which apparently were generated from dig-
itizing the equations in the Dover Edition (7) of Lord
Rayleigh's classical text. Most even assume homogeneous
layers and overcome this deficiency by dividing the atmo-
sphere into almost an infinity of infinitesimal layers, to
fully use their computer capacity and help justify its ac-
quisition. ]

When there is a strong night-time temperature inversion, or
equivalent low-level wind structure, as shown in Figure 3,
there will be a continuous and enhanced blast pattern. Such
inversions seldom extend beyond the 1500 ft. thick boundary
layer. These propagations from NTS have been blocked or at
least attenuated by the mountains which surround the test
basins. Over flat terrain this inversion effect must be
considered. A solution to the wave equations for this type
of ducting has been obtained in the form of Airy Waves, by
Byatt and Devault (8), but it has not been computer pro-
grammed or experimentally verified for lack of urgency in
applications.

According to Cox, et al (9), the RANGER incident of 1951
was caused by jet stream winds, as shown by a similar pat-
tern in Figure 4, which caused ducting above 20,000 ft.
altitudes, and focusing at some range between 12 and 25
miles. This wave was almost perfectly reflected by the
ground and repeated its atmospheric path several times until
it struck Las Vegas. Only one other nuclear airburst was
fired with strong northwest winds, on November 2, 1951, and
results confirmed the theory. Four large plate windows
were smashed, others were cracked, on Fremont Street, and
boxes of china were knocked from shelves at the Desert Inn,
according to newspaper accounts (10).

All other distant blast damages from later tests were
caused by ducting at much higher altitudes, in the ozono-
sphere near 150,000 ft. altitude, as shown by Figure 5.
There is a warm layer centered near that altitude according
to the U. S. Standard Atmosphere (11), so that even moderate
wind speeds will cause ducting toward downwind directions.
The blast ring usually strikes at 70 to 150 miles range.
Fairly steady winds to 150 knots speed blow with seasonal
directions at these high altitudes, from west in winter and
from east in summer. Atmospheric magnifications and test
yields were only occasionally both large enough to cause
damage from this ducting. This was fortunate because
sounding rockets were only developed in 1958 to measure
these high-altitude conditions, after most of the large NTS
atmospheric tests were completed. We could not have made
predictions from measured atmospheric data and acoustic ray
path calculations for earlier tests.

The pressure pulse signature from an explosion, at short
range, is shown in Figure 6. After long travel through the
atmosphere, with its various layers and turbulence, the
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wave usually arrives as a rumbling of several cycles. Oc-
casionally some of the classical waveform is preserved and
loud bangs may be heard. Positive phase'duration is usually
two to four times as long as at close-in ranges, and near
five seconds per cycle for 10 kt, but still in the range
which may cause resonance in very large windows. Phase
durations increase in proportion to the cube root of larger
yields following Sachs (12) scaling, or A-scaling as des-
cribed in The Effects of Nuclear Weapons (13).

Airblast standard overpressures are shown in Figure 7, for
some distances of concern to off-site safety predictions.
To 9000 ft. from 1-kt the hydrodynamic calculations, IBM
Problem M, is used for a homogeneous, calm atmosphere at sea
level pressure. This calculation was made at Los Alamos by
Porzell, based on derivations by Bethe and Fuchs, but re-
sults are compiled in a report by Broyles (14). Scaling
laws are shown for distance and time, with constant shock
strength, Ap/p. These laws are used for adjustment to other
yields and pressure altitudes. Beyond the hydro-calculation
a power law decay is assumed, that Ap ~ R"!

,
^ which also

gives Ap ~ W° under the scaling laws. This decay was
empirically determined from the Banshee experiments, at
White Sands Missile Range in 1961 (15), with vertical pro-
pagations from 500 lb. HE bursts, and at Sandia with 1 lb.
HE bursts. These were not distorted by refraction in the
horizontally stratified atmosphere. It was also reasonably
well confirmed by Reed (Iβ) at PRAIRIE FLAT by comparison of
propagations from different yields (1.2 ton and 500 ton HE)
fired close in space and time to approximate equal atmo-
spheric distortion. This experiment was conducted at
Suffield Experiment Station, Alberta, Canada, in August I968,
We operated 18 microbarographs at one and two mile separa-
tions at ranges from 119 to 141 miles.

Recently more extensive hydro-calculations have been carried
out to lower overpressures by Whittaker at AFWL (17) and by
Lehto and Larson at NOL (18). These show lesser slopes
like Ap ~ R"l»l

2
, but they still neglect attenuation of

high frequencies by the low ozonosphere air densities, op-
posing reshocking effects, and air turbulence, so there is
no overwhelming benefit to warrant making this minor change
in prediction procedures at this time. There is concern
with extrapolation to large Plowshare yields, so both
theoretical and experimental refinements are being attempted
to gain insight into the real decay laws, to provide more
satisfying formulations for this important element of pre-
diction.

Standard overpressures, scaled for planned yield, give
amplitudes versus distance for propagation in a calm, homo-
geneous atmosphere. Acoustic calculation gives predictions
of infinite magnification at caustics or foci, which cannot
be correct, but the degree of reduction has not been satis-
factorily obtained from theoretical analyses of the problem.
Several attempts, by Viacelli at LRL (19)* Seckler and
Keller (20), and Barash (21), to name a few, have given dif-
fering results. The real atmosphere causes empirically
determined refractive magnifications, or divergences, for
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explosion waves, as shown in Figure 8, where values are
multipliers on the standard overpressure. In practice,
recorded peak-to-peak amplitude is usually reported for the
noisy, quasi-sinusoidal waves at long range. For this,
overpressure is multiplied by 1.35 to give peak-to-peak
amplitude based on IBM Problem M, as shown earlier by
Figure 6, and by another factor of two for ground reflection
doubling as the wave strikes a ground level gage or a win-
dow pane near to ground level.

Recorded amplitude of troposphere signals versus distance
curves for nuclear test series in the 1950's are shown in
Figures 9"12. Amplitudes have been normalized to 1-kt free
airbursts, and height-of-burst effects have been removed.
The scatter results from differences in atmospheric re-
fraction effects on propagation.

The annual cycling of ozonosphere signal amplitudes is best
displayed by comparing records from St. George, Utah, and
Bishop, California, in Figures 13 and 14. These data are
also normalized for yield and height-of-burst. Maximum pro-
pagation goes east to St. George in winter, west to Bishop
in summer. These stations were at about 135 miles range.
At the shorter range of Boulder City, shown in Figure 15,
seasonal cycling is not so pronounced. At Las Vegas, in
Figure Iβ, it is hardly noticeable. These closer stations
are usually in the calculated silence zone, short of the
range of ray arrivals calculated by atmospheric ray tracing.
What they do get is noise scattered or diffracted down from
the stronger wave passing overhead. This scattering effect
is probably caused by partial reflection from either atmo-
spheric layers with locally large vertical sound velocity
gradients and wind shears, or cells of turbulence, sometimes
called turbulons, where temperature and wind may vary from
the mean for the layer. It is not much influenced by the
season or upper winds but appears to be mostly determined
by the temperature inversion and associated wind shears and
turbulence near 100., 000 ft. altitudes, which apparently do
not change much with season.

Seasonal direction patterns persist throughout temperate
and polar latitudes but high altitude circulation over the
equator and tropics is more complicated. From rocket data
collected by the IOCS project, it was found by Buell (22)
that about half of the high altitude wind variance is ex-
plained by very long secular waves, shown in Figure 17. The
predominant wave at 150,000 ft., for ozonosphere propagation
ducting, has six months periodicity in agreement with results
by R. J. Reed (23) for Ascension Island at 9° south latitude.
There is a significant annual periodicity superimposed and
some influence of the quasi-biennial wave may also be found.
The important conclusion for tropical latitudes is that
there are usually four periods each year with nearly calm
conditions and minimized distant airblast ducting. There
are only two such periods in temperate latitides.
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A computer movie of the three years of rocket soundings at
Battery MacKenzie, Canal Zone, has been prepared to show
the oscillatory nature of these ducting zonal wind speeds.

II. Plowshare Explosives

Underground bursts give airblast waves which are in varying
degrees muffled and distorted by the shot environment. As
shown in Figure 18, bursts at shallow depths are only
slightly changed from the airburst character. At contained
depths only a ground-shock-induced wave is coupled to the
air by the piston-like mechanism of surface motion. At
intermediate depths of burst, for cratering events, both
ground-shock-induced and gas-venting pulses may be observed.

Piston theory reliably predicts air overpressures from con-
tained bursts, assuming that ground motion velocities in
the surface zero region are adequately predicted by the
ground motion specialists — and they usually are. At mini-
mum containment burst depths the airwave overpressure would
not much exceed 1 psi at surface zero, compared to almost
100 psi at the same distance from an airburst, so the safety
problems are much reduced. The main concern is with light
aircraft observing the event for any of various reasons, and
they must not be exposed to more than 0.2 psi. They are
usually restricted to flying at or beyond about four burst
depths, or a little less overhead where ambient pressure
and shock strength decreases with altitude.

Cratering events, however, can cause large enough waves to
give distant damages. Their muffling may be empirically
expressed by a transmission factor, shown in Figure 19«
Transmissivity is defined by the ratio of overpressure, or
amplitude, from the underground burst, to that expected
from the same device but airburst.

Some distant observed transmission factors, for various
nuclear cratering test events, versus scaled burst depth,
are shown in Figure 20. There is considerable scatter and
uncertainty because of the difference in geological media
between these events, because of non-uniformities with
direction in the gas venting eruption, and because of atmo-
spheric variability. This last causes differences in pro-
pagation when compared to the small airburst HE calibration
shots used to establish atmospheric propagation patterns.
Calibration shots have been found by Reed (24) to be non-
repeatable in amplitude by factors of 1.6, geometric stan-
dard deviation, in time separations of only a few minutes.
On the average, however, this variability smooths out.

Schooner results, indicating little attenuation from burial,
are probably explained by the high water content of the
burst environment which gave a very large steam bubble and
enhanced the gas-venting pulse. Certain explanation must
await our obtaining further data from future nuclear crater-
ing experiments and more complete hydro-calculations such as
are done at LRL (24a).
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Even with a source model based on Schooner, however, large
Plowshare excavators could be fired during periods of mini-
mum atmospheric propagation with negotiable effects. Figure
21 shows standard recorded amplitudes versus distance for
single charge 1-Mt cratering bursts near sea level. Near
135 miles range standard amplitudes, typical of downwind
ozonosphere propagation, would be 6 mb with a chance of mag-
nification to 20 mb. This could give extensive nuisance
damage, even without further increase necessary for a row
charge salvo of many devices. To clearly control damage,
firing during ozonosphere calm transition periods would give
only 2 mb amplitudes.

Airblast from row charges, as shown in Figure 22, is con-
siderably enhanced in directions perpendicular to the row.
Empirical data, observed at close ranges by Vortman (25),
show a compromise result, between N^*^ increase with number
of charges, N, which follows from yield addition, and N
dependence from acoustic wave addition by interference. The
exponent observed is N^.7, so that a row of ten charges
causes five times the amplitude emitted by a single charge.
Exercises with burst depth variations, charge spacing, and
timed intervals between detonations would help to refine
this estimate if really needed.

III. Damage Predictions

Although there have been clear occasions where plaster walls
were cracked at low amplitudes which did not break any win-
dows, the latter damages are most spectacular, pose some
hazard, any usually generate the largest repair bills. A
rough rule of thumb is that total damage claims are 40 per-
cent greater than the window claims bill. It remains to
predict glass damage versus predicted airblast amplitude.

In theory glass panes are treated as simply supported thin
plates, uniformly loaded, so that maximum stress occurs near
the center of the pane. The load or pressure at failure
should be proportional to the pane area, inversely propor-
tional to the square of the thickness, and proportional to
the breaking stress of the particular glass. Laboratory
tests, by Ansevin (26) at the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
have shown mean breaking stresses for various glasses to
range from about 6,000 psi to 30,000 psi for rapid loading
as in explosion airblast waves or sonic booms. There is,
however, appreciable scatter in test results which has been
described by McKinley (27) as a 25 percent standard devia-
tion around the mean breaking stress. This may be useful to
designers, interested in safety factors of two, and recom-
mended by the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company (28), but it is
not adequate for nuisance damage prediction where lo~^
failure probabilities can create a large reaction in a city
with 10 million window panes. The Gaussian distribution
with 25 percent standard deviation gives total failure, Ko,
with about 4 x 10" 5 probability, under no load. There have
not been enough glass test samples to adequately show just
what the small probability distribution looks like, but a
log-normal distribution assumption avoids the no-load
breaking result. The distribution described by Weibull (29),
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a weakest link model, may also be assumed, but again, there
are yet insufficient data to show a better fit than is given
by the log-normal.

Large pane areas are most vulnerable and they are further
affected by resonances with sonic boom or explosion waves.
Maximum deflections and stresses occur on the rebound, as
shown by Wiggins (30), sometimes synchronous with the nega-
tive pressure phase. This has been verified by the multi-
tude of occasions where large store windows wound up on the
sidewalk. Back-chamber Helmholtz resonance may also contri-
bute significantly, according to Seshadri (31)* depending on
the room or building protected by the glass pane. Rather
complete calculated estimates have been made for sonic booms
by Blume, et al (32), and Wiggins (33)* with consideration
of these factors plus assumed damping and directional ex-
posure effects, to explain various damage incidents. To
date some have given the right order of magnitude for break-
age but there have been inconsistencies and credibility
limitations with the simplified theory.

At this time, while awaiting expected improvements, damage
predictions for Plowshare purposes may be made from the
results of the Medina explosion described by Reed, Pape,
Minor, and DeHart (3^) • An accidental explosion of 115*000
lbs. of chemical explosives near San Antonio, Texas brought
claims for 3*6^4 broken panes in that city. Special weather
data were obtained and a blast prediction calculation for
refracted waves was made, giving an overpressure pattern
which resembled the claims patterns. A census of total ex-
posed panes, by pane area categories, was made that allowed
final calculation of breakage probability versus pane area
and incident overpressure. This result is summarized in
Figure 23* for the distribution of pane sizes as counted in
San Antonio. Applied to other incidents, the Medina rela-
tion often appears to work quite well but occasionally
misses. Further work on this problem continues to be spon-
sored by the SST project (35)* for it is most important to
predicting damage from sonic booms.

Recent calculation, with Latin-American window pane census
data, indicates that nuclear excavation of a sea level canal
in 1979 would probably break 6,000 to 10,000 panes, at a
cost of about $150,000, from either the Panama-Darien route
or the Colombia-Atrato route. This damage level for the
entire series of salvos, spread over whatever the construc-
tion period turns out to be, only totals two to three times
the accidental damage to San Antonio in 1963.

No one was hurt by broken glass in San Antonio. Breaking
glass may be a hazard, though, for a sonic boom at the Air
Force Academy graduation in 1968 broke 300 panes, cut 15
people, hospitalizing one, according to news report (35).
This extreme example points up needs for concern, warnings
necessary, and public relations required to counter airblast
effects from Plowshare.
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